**KEEP YOUR STUDENTS SAFE**

The internet is used more than ever in your schools, and you need to ensure that it’s safe, effective, and in line with regulations and district policies. Web Filter provides the controls, reports, and customizability you need to keep web use appropriate and CIPA compliant. From the smallest schools to the largest districts or consortiums, Web Filter scales and grows with your needs.

**Any device, any time**
Flexible policies let you ensure safety, CIPA compliance, and policy enforcement on networked and mobile devices – on- and off-campus.

**Powerful SSL insight**
See, control, and report on traffic across SSL sites like Google and YouTube for maximum insight across an increasingly secure web.

**Detailed reports**
From dashboards to drill-downs to real-time reports to custom reports, you see what you need when you need it. Reports can easily be automated and shared.

**AI Database**
Our AI-driven database combines our intelligent robot army, human team, and network of customers for real-time categorization and unparalleled accuracy.
Web Filter

What you get with Web Filter:

**Customizable safety for any device**
- Custom policies based on user, IP, group, organizational unit and domain
- Lockouts and alerts
- Customizable block pages
- Social media controls
- Granular filtering on domain, subdomain, URL
- Multiple layers of anonymous proxy detection
- Peer-to-peer application and file-type blocking
- Forced SafeSearch for Google and Bing
- Overrides
- On/Off network filters
- Time-based policies

**Proprietary database**
- Dynamic AI-driven database
- Real-time recategorization
- Education-specific categories
- Custom and local categories
- Multi-layered Bypass Protection against Psiphon, Ultrasurf and more

**Advanced YouTube controls with Smart Play**
- Easily allow 40MM+ educational videos
- Control access by:
  - Group
  - On- and off-campus
  - Day and time
- Blocks inappropriate videos and thumbnails
- Powered by machine-learning AI database
- Full reporting on all YouTube activity
- Easily allow teacher/school channels

**Powerful SSL controls**
- Inline or explicit SSL inspection
- Google application controls
- Google search reports/controls
- Transparent proxy
- WCCP
- Trusted man-in-the-middle proxy
- Transparent proxy by domain

**Detailed reports**
- Customizable dashboard
- Drill-down reports
- Suspicious search reporting
- Pre-set and custom reports
- Report scheduling and delivery
- User-level reporting

**Plus:**
- Multiple authentication options
- Seamless user identification
- Advanced security
- Application controls
- Malware protection
- Layer 7 application filtering
- Cloud backup options
- Notification center
- Health status center
- Audit log
- Bandwidth controls
- Optional Add-on: Powerful classroom control for teachers

Available on our Rocket hardware, Hybrid or Virtual Rocket solution.
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